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Bringing it home
Music professor Rich MacDonald, left, worked for nearly 
seven years to bring A Prairie Home Companion to the 
Winona State campus. The nationally broadcast radio show 
performed before a sold-out crowd at McCown Gym in 





reflect his passion 
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Child Protection Center Director Attends 
State of the Union Address
 Victor Vieth, director of the National Child 
Protection Training Center at Winona State, 
attended the State of the Union Address 
delivered by President George W. Bush on 
January 28, 2008.
 Vieth accompanied U.S. Congressman Tim 
Walz to the address, which highlighted the 
critical health and safety needs of the nation’s 
children.
 “The National Child Protection Center is an 
incredibly valuable national resource and I am 
proud that it is based in southern Minnesota,” said Walz. “I asked Victor to 
join me to draw attention to the important work the center is doing on the 
behalf of children and families.”
 The National Child Protection Training Center provides training and 
technical assistance, as well as curriculum development, to help college 
students and child protection professionals learn how to investigate and 
handle child abuse cases. The center opened on the Winona State campus 
in 2003.
 Vieth, who worked as a prosecutor in rural Minnesota from 1988-97, 
has earned national recognition for his work. He was recently honored 
for his “Outstanding Service to the Profession” by Minnesota Lawyer, an 
independent publication.
Winona State and  
“U of M” Partner on 
Healthcare Workforce
 Winona State University and the 
University of Minnesota Academic 
Health Center jointly announced a 
clinical laboratory sciences (CLS) 
partnership, which will begin 
enrolling students next fall. 
 The University of Minnesota has 
one of the oldest baccalaureate CLS 
programs in the United States. The 
partnership with Winona State will 
increase access to an accredited CLS 
program that will prepare students 
for their future healthcare careers. 
While the agreement focuses on 
the two universities in Rochester, 
the next stages of development 
will expand the program to other 
sites across the state through an 
innovative electronic learning 
platform.
 As of 2005, only two laboratory 
professionals were entering the CLS 
field for every seven that retired. At 
this rate, approximately 25 percent 
of the CLS work force will retire 
in the next 10 years, leaving fewer 
laboratory professionals to care for 
the aging population. 
 “By creating innovative 
approaches to learning and clinical 
practice, this partnership will 
result in improved patient care,” 
said Christine Quinn, associate 
vice president for Winona State 
University-Rochester
 Dr. Judith Ramaley, president 
of Winona State, added, “The 
collaboration that brings together 
Winona State University, the Center 
for Allied Health Programs, and the 
University of Minnesota, Rochester 
demonstrates our commitment to 
work in new ways with the health 
care community in developing 
solutions to meet the needs of the 
21st century.” 
Tellefson Scores NCAA 
Scholarship
          Kallie Tellefson, a midfielder for the Warriors women’s 
soccer team, has been named one of 58 NCAA student-
athletes to be awarded an educational grant through 
the NCAA Postgraduate Scholarship Program. 
 The scholarships are awarded to student-
athletes who excel academically and 
athletically and who are in their final year of 
intercollegiate athletics competition. 
Recipients of the award receive one-time, nonrenewable 
grants of $7,500. The NCAA awards up to 174 postgraduate 
scholarships annually. 
          Tellefson, a senior from Andover, Minn., helped the 
Warriors to a regular-season Northern Sun Intercollegiate 
Conference championship and a berth in NCAA Division 
II regional tournament play. She is the second WSU soccer 
player in the last three seasons to receive this award. 
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Two Faculty Members Are Fulbright Scholars

Community Joins to Sustain Winona
Oness honored for new novel
 Noted writer and Winona State English professor Elizabeth Oness has won the third annual Gival Press Novel Award 
for her book, Twelve Rivers of the Body.
 Oness’s stories and poetry have been featured in many literary journals and magazines. She has received an O. 
Henry Prize, a Nelson Algren Award and an Iowa Short Fiction Prize. 
Professor emeritus Nicholls receives Wellstone Award
 Dan Nicholls, professor emeritus of nursing, received the Paul and Sheila Wellstone Social Justice 
Award from the Minnesota Nurses Association at the group’s convention in October.
 The award recognizes a nurse, elected official, or community leader who betters lives by increasing 
access to quality healthcare. Nicholls led the master’s program in nursing at WSU for 15 years and has 
developed partnerships with several healthcare and higher education institutions. 
     Two Winona State faculty 
members, Daniel Ray Eastman 
and Beckry Abdel-Magid, have 
been awarded Fulbright Scholar 
grants to lecture and conduct 
research abroad.
     Eastman, a professor in 
the College of Liberal Arts, is 
lecturing on “Re-imagining 
Sculpture in Barbados” at 
Barbados Community College in St. Michael, during 
the 2007-08 academic year.
 Abdel-Magid, professor of composite materials 
engineering and chair of the Engineering Department, 
will teach courses in engineering mechanics and work 
on a research project to investigate the long-term 
durability of fiber reinforced 
polymers in warm sea water 
environment. He will be based 
at the United Arab Emirates 
University.
 Both are among 
approximately 800 U.S. faculty 
and professionals who will 
travel abroad through the 
Fulbright Scholar Program this 
year. Established in 1946 under legislation introduced 
by the late Senator J. William Fulbright of Arkansas, the 
program’s purpose is to build mutual understanding 
between the people of the United States and the rest 
of the world. It is the country’s flagship international 
exchange program.
 Winona County, the City of 
Winona, Winona State University, 
Minnesota State College-Southeast 
Technical, Saint Mary’s University, 
and the Winona Area Public Schools 
have joined in a groundbreaking 
cooperative venture, Sustain 
Winona, A Community Sustainability 
Collaboration. The partnership 
will promote energy conservation 
and efficiency, renewable energy 
development, and other sustainability 
initiatives within their organizations.
 The signing earlier in the year of the 
Climate Protection Proclamation by 
leaders of those institutions, Winona 
Mayor Jerry Miller, WSU President 
Judith Ramaley, and the Winona 
County Board of Commissioners, 
paved the way for the initiative.
 Each of the member institutions has 
made an independent commitment 
to promote environmental 
sustainability. Jerry Miller signed the 
Mayor’s Proclamation early in 2007, 
committing the City of Winona to 
“change current practices to positively 
affect the environment.” The Winona 
County Board of Commissioners 
adopted a resolution to meet or 
exceed Kyoto Protocol targets for 
reducing global warming pollution by 
promoting and implementing energy 
efficient practices countywide.
 Winona State has undertaken a 
number of initiatives to address 
sustainability and global climate 
change, including joining the 
American College and University 
Presidents Climate Commitment, 
announced in the last issue of 
Currents.









In ensuring access and success for 
Winona State students
 Until 1933, a Winona State education was free thanks to generous 
state support. Today, in an era of declining resources, students face 
challenges unlike those of past generations. Supporting generous 
scholarships is one way you can directly benefit students, making a 
Winona State education accessible and affordable.
 Here are a few ways that some of our scholarship benefactors have 
expressed their own hopes, interests, and dreams, while opening a 
world of possibility for Winona State students.
There are many ways that you can make 
a difference by supporting scholarships. 
To find out how, contact the WSU 
Foundation at 800.342.5978 ext. 5020, or 
at 507.457.5020.
Contact the Foundation by email at 
wsufoundation@winona.edu, and visit 
our Website at www.alumni.winona.edu. 
Click on “Giving Back”.

The Charles F. & Mary Jane Neal 
Scholarship to encourage and 
support students in the College of 
Liberal Arts.
 “My parents always put family first. 
They didn’t have the opportunity 
to graduate from college. Together, 
they raised four sons and always 
insisted that we would have a college 
education. It is with deep gratitude to 
my parents, to their wise and loving 
leadership instilled in me, to share 
with others when they are in need.”
— Gerry Neal
The Jon Charles Nienow Scholarship 
to encourage students to seek a 
degree and further their career 
choices.
 “My service to the university has 
been one of the biggest joys of my 
life, to get to know the outstanding 
people who are here today, and to 
see what a great university Winona 
State is becoming. By supporting a 
scholarship, I am contributing to a 
rich and vibrant institution.”
— Jon Nienow
To encourage students earning a 
degree in physical education and 
recreation, the Jim Tews Scholarship.
 “Faculty members were always 
available for consultation on any 
issue and served as mentors and role 
models. I never felt like a number in 
somebody’s grade book. Even when I 
was graduating from Winona State, I 
wanted to have a scholarship some day 
for other students. I would like today’s 
students to have the same experiences 
and opportunities that I enjoyed.”              
— Jim Tews
 
The Susan E. Anderson Scholarship 
to give assistance to a promising 
student from Rushford-Peterson High 
School.
 “In 1963 two Rushford graduates 
were among my floor-mates at Morey 
Hall. Friendships that remain after 45 
years are one of life’s greatest blessings. 
It is a joy to offer Rushford-Peterson 
High students a way of knowing that 
Winona State is more than books and 
desks. It can be a commitment that 
remains for a lifetime.”            
  — Susan E. Anderson
The Diane J. Johnson Scholarship 
to assist a promising student who 
graduates from Lanesboro High 
School.
 “Creating a scholarship is the best 
way I could think of to honor Diane 
and her life’s work as a kindergarten 
teacher. Plus, it will serve to refresh the 
memory of her each spring for students 
for whom she spent her life nurturing.”   
   — Wayne Peterson
To encourage and support students 
seeking a degree in elementary 
education, the Jerry & Marlene 
Mensink Scholarship.
 “We felt it important to give back 
to the institution that provided us 
with the strong foundation that 
launched our careers in elementary 
education. We hope that through this 
gift, a student aspiring to become an 
elementary teacher may be assisted in 
realizing that goal.” 
— Jerry & Marlene Mensink
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Seniors spark 87-76 victory over Augusta State 
for Warriors’ second national title in three years 
Underdogs. Spoilers. Bracket busters. 
 Not the kinds of words normally 
associated with the Winona State 
men’s basketball team. But they 
perfectly describe the Warriors’ run 
through the 2008 NCAA Division 
II Elite Eight on their way to a second 
national championship in three years. 
The Warriors won three games, including 
quarterfinal and semifinal match-ups 
against teams that were undefeated. 
And in each of the three games, Winona 
State battled back from halftime deficits, the 
largest a double-digit hole in the 
title game versus Augusta State 
University.
 The Warriors traveled to 
the Mass Mutual Center in 
Springfield, Massachusetts 
carrying a 35-1 overall record, a 
number-three national ranking, 
and a 29-game winning streak. 
Not bad, but perhaps slightly 
less impressive than the 36-0 
record of Grand Valley State University, Winona State’s 
quarterfinals opponent, followed by 34-0 Bentley College in 
the semifinals. Those two teams had shared NCAA Division 
II’s number-one position for much of the season.
 But over the past three seasons, the Warriors have 
proven that they know how to win, even when the odds 
seem long. In 2006 they caught fire and won 22 
straight games, overcoming three-time champion 
Virginia Union to win their first national title. 
The next season, it was the Warriors who were 
undefeated before they lost a heartbreaking 
77-75 decision to Barton College in the 
national final.
 This year, Winona State bounced back 
for a record 38 victories and a second 
national championship. Much of the 
Warriors’ success can be attributed to 
head coach Mike Leaf, a master tactician 
with a knack for molding teams that 
possess a rare confidence in 
their ability to win games.
 His core group of four 
seniors, center John Smith, 
and guards Jonte Flowers 
and Quincy Henderson, and 
backup Brent Riese have 
gone 105-6 in the three years 
they have played together 
as Warriors. The quartet has 
powered Winona State to three 
straight Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference regular 
season and tournament titles, three North Central Region 
titles, and appearances in three national championship 
games, where they have won two.
 Smith, a 6-8 center who can dominate inside the paint or 
score from the outside, has started 146 consecutive games 
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With returning players Travis Whipple (3), Ben Fischer (11), and David Johnson (24) more championships may 
be on the way.
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for the Warriors. The 2006 Elite Eight was his coming out party, 
where he was named the tournament’s Most Valuable Player. For 
the past two years the Warriors’ all-time scoring leader has been 
named First Team All-America and NCAA Division II Player of the 
Year by most basketball publications and coaching organizations.
 Top teams often feature more than one outstanding player, 
and that is certainly true of the Warriors. If 2006 marked Smith’s 
emergence as a star, then 2008 has been a defining year for Jonte 
Flowers. The senior guard has done it all, running the floor, 
scoring in bunches, rebounding, and, in most games, drawing the 
team’s toughest defensive assignment. He joined Smith as a First 
Team All-America this season. After scoring 30-points to put away 
Augusta State, he was named the 2008 Elite Eight Most Valuable 
Player.
 Quincy Henderson, a high school teammate of Flowers, has 
overcome injuries to key the Warriors’ winning run. A versatile 
guard, the Madison, Wisconsin native scored 37 points and pulled 
down 30 rebounds in this year’s Elite Eight, including a crucial 
17-point scoring performance in the semifinal game versus 
Bentley.
 “This is a team game, and these guys have personified that 
in their careers here at Winona State,” said Leaf. “They’re great 
players, but they’re even better people. And I think that’s why 
we’ve been so successful.”
 “Not many people get to do this,” said Smith. “There’s pressure 
to stay on top, but I’ve been lucky to have great teammates who 
care about doing what it takes as much as I do.” 
 “I’ve lived a dream. To win two national championships has 
been so much fun,” said Flowers. “I wouldn’t trade it for anything.” 
Read complete details and statistics about the Warriors’ incredible 
season at our Website:  www.winona.edu/athletics. 
A core group of seniors powered the Warriors to a record-breaking 3 years.
Overall record:   105-6 (2005-08)
Most consecutive wins: 57 (2006-07, NCAA Division II record)
Most wins in a season: 38 (2007-08, NCAA Division II record)
Regular season win streak: 49 (2006-07)
National titles: 2 (2006 and 2008)
North Central Region titles: 3 straight
Regional tournament win streak: 9 straight
NSIC titles: 3 straight (regular season and tournament)
NSIC regular season wins: 49-1
Player consecutive starts: 145 (John Smith 2004-08, NCAA Division II record)
Player career steals: 414 (Jonte Flowers, NCAA Division II record)
BY THE NUMBERS

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 For the poet Walt Whitman, music 
was a central metaphor of his work 
and life. Alive with allusions to songs 
and the people who sing them, 
Whitman’s poetry captured the 
cadences and rhythms of nineteenth-
century America.
 Jake Runestad hears the music in 
Whitman’s work. The Winona State 
University sophomore is composing 
an orchestra and choral piece 
around four of Whitman’s poems, “A 
Noiseless Patient Spider,” “A Clear 
Midnight,” “Darest Thou Now O Soul,” 
and “This Day, O Soul.” The poems 
provide inspiration for the deeply 
introspective and spiritual Runestad 
as each seeks an answer to the 
common question, “What is the soul’s 
purpose?” 
 The final piece will be titled 
“Symphony of the Soul.” That title 
is reflective of how he approaches 
music and composition. “When I am 
composing, I am expressing myself 
through music,” he said. “Music is 
everything I do.” 
 And Runestad’s passion for music 
has been well received. In both 2006 
and 2007, the Minnesota Music 
Educators Association (MMEA) 
named him its Minnesota Collegiate 
Composer of the Year.
 To win the award in 2007, Runestad 
submitted five original scores to 
the MMEA. Four won first place 
distinctions: “I Will Lift Mine Eyes,” 
a choral piece; “Catalyst,” for wind 
band; a saxophone duet titled 
“Daylight Dance;” and “Beautiful 
Memories” for flute and piano. His 
fifth piece, “Celebrate Our God” for 
adult and youth choir, praise band, 
piano, trumpet, and hand bells, won a 
second place award.
 Walt Whitman was largely self-
taught as a poet. Similarly, Runestad 
has no formal training in composition. 
He believes his talent grew out of 
A Mirror to His Soul i   i  l
Jake Runestad’s award-winning compositions 
reflect his passion for music
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 Of the scholarship, Runestad said, 
“I have a love and passion for music 
that far exceeds any other vehicle 
of expression. I was inspired by the 
description of Erich Stumpf’s life 
and it reaffirmed my hope of making 
a positive difference in the lives of 
others through music.”
 Runestad plans to make a difference 
beyond his compositional works. 
He will graduate from Winona State 
in 2009 with a degree in music 
education, and aspires to teach high 
school band. Eventually he wants 
to attend graduate school to further 
study composition.  
 Winona State music professor James 
Hoch said Runestad has a bright 
future teaching first at the high school 
level, then at university, and of course, 
growing as a successful composer 
along the way.
 “Receiving the Minnesota Collegiate 
Composer of the Year award is a great 
testament to his work,” said Hoch. 
“He is an exceptional student and his 
skills as a composer have matured 
significantly. Down the road, I 
believe he will provide the world with 
creative, outstanding work.”
 Runestad said he is honored to 
receive the Minnesota Collegiate 
Composer of the Year distinction for 
a second straight year, and is gratified 
to find an outlet to give exposure 
to his original works. However, he 
knows that he must continue to 
grow, pushing the boundaries of 
inspiration and creativity.
 “All great composers ventured out 
and did something different that 
wasn’t necessarily accepted in their 
lifetimes,” he said. “I need to step 
out of my comfort zone; to find and 
define a voice for myself.”  
 To accomplish this, Runestad 
said he plans to do a lot of listening 
and incorporate not only musical 
inspirations, but also broaden his 
own experiences.  
 He often turns to another artistic 
medium, painting, to describe his 
creative process. “I paint pictures—
except my pictures are music and my 
paint is sound. I use color just as a 
painter would. My colors are in the 
form of sounds and combinations 
of the sounds give me an extensive 
palette of shades and hues to choose 
from.”
 Runestad said he currently thinks 
in primary colors. Blue is his favorite. 
“I enjoy strong, clean, modern 
colors.”
 “I would like to open my current 
palette up to new colors and sounds,” 
said Runestad.  “I want to try adding 
browns, even a little Winona State 
purple.” 
If you would like to listen to Jake 
Runestad’s original compositions, visit 
his Website at 
www.freewebs.com/jakerunestad.
a musical family. His grandfather 
sang at events in his hometown of 
Rockford, Ill., while his uncle was a 
choir director. As a child, he couldn’t 
help but try to replicate the songs he 
heard.  
 “I would often—and still do—sit 
down at the piano and plunk out the 
melodies of popular songs on the 
radio or from church,” he said. “Most 
of my piano playing is by ear, which 
has really helped me in being able to 
hear musical ideas and be able to play 
them or write them down.”  
 Writing down what he hears can be 
the most exhilarating, and frustrating, 
part of composing. “I can hear great 
things in my head, but I can’t always 
translate what I hear to paper,” 
explained Runestad. “It can be a curse 
at night, to hear something in a dream 
and try to wake to record it on paper. 
A lot gets lost in translation.”
 Runestad has found support and 
influence in the life of former Winona 
State student, Erich Stumpf.
 An accomplished artist and lover 
of jazz, Stumpf passed away in 2006. 
Runestad learned about Stumpf and 
his passion for music when he was 
awarded the Erich Stumpf Memorial 
Community Service Scholarship 
in Music and Art. Stumpf’s parents 
established the scholarship in their 
late son’s memory to support students 
with artistic merit and a record of 
community engagement.
HIS day, O Soul I give you a wondrous mirror;
Long in the dark, in tarnish and cloud it lay—
But the cloud has pass’d, and the tarnish gone;
... Behold, O Soul! It is now a clean and bright mirror, 
Faithfully showing you all the things of the world.
- Walt Whitman, Leaves of Grass
“
”
 hen I moved to Winona in 1992, one of my first 
conversations was about College for Kids. I was 
talking to a local artist, natural for me because of my 
involvement in theatre where I used to live. She told 
me that the 2-week enrichment program had become 
a community treasure, a chance for kids to break up 
the “summer slows” with a healthy dose of art, science, culture, 
and hands-on education.
 That chance encounter took 
place more than 15 years ago. Since 
then, I’ve heard many stories about 
College for Kids. A boy who spends 
two weeks working on plays just for 
fun, and then performs as one of 
Macbeth’s children in the Great River 
Shakespeare Festival. Parents who 
juggle vacations around the mid-July 
schedule. Daughters who take their 
mothers’ classes year after year to 
see what they do in the “grownup” 
world. Children who attend every 
summer and, when they grow too old 
to participate any longer, continue on 
as volunteers, keeping College for Kids 
rites and rituals alive for their younger 
counterparts.
 College for Kids has become a 
seasonal milestone for my own family. 
I got involved right away; and the 
summer after my conversation with 
the artist, I began teaching a course 
about play-making similar to one I 
had done at a Montessori school in 
St. Cloud. Over 14 years, we put on 
fractured fairy tales such as a version 
of Robin Hood set in the hippie era; 
makeovers of Disney movies or Monty 
Python’s Holy Grail; ethnic folk tales 
from eastern Europe; or, most recently, 
Shakespeare’s timeless dramas.
 Those two short summer weeks 
have helped nurture a lifelong love for 
drama in my family. My children put 
on summer performances, wrote bad 
puns into scripts that had to be done 
yesterday, and collected costumes 
along the way. My son, Will, helped 
me since he was seven years old, an 
age when he was too young to attend 
College for Kids formally. Laurel, my 
daughter, and Will spent summers 
honing their acting and production 
skills. Both took over directing when 
they were in high school and college, 
figuring out how, in just two short 
weeks, to transform the energy of 
dozens of exuberant kids into a play 
worthy of the stage.
 College for Kids is open to third 
through eighth grade students 
identified by their teachers as 
having the potential and passion to 
expand their horizons through the 
program’s specially designed courses. 
“Professors” – college and university 
faculty members, area teachers, and 
experienced professionals – teach 
classes that challenge young minds 
with advanced concepts and a learn-
by-doing ethos. The location at 
For 20 years, College for Kids has 
enriched the lives of kids and parents
By Kathryn Hesch
Winona State University gives teachers 
access to state-of-the-art facilities, 
while giving students a taste of life on 
a college campus.
 In addition to theatre classes that 
I taught, the course list has included 
“Microbe Mania” taught by a Winona 
State University biology professor; 
“What Every Young Artist Should 
Know” which transforms photographs 
and stories into books; and “Electronic 
News Gathering” led by Betsy Singer, 
a television news anchor in Rochester. 
Costs are kept low, and a group of 
prominent corporate, foundation, 
and individual sponsors makes it 
possible for many children to receive 
scholarships.
 Initially, what impressed me most 
about College for Kids was that the 
teachers shared something they loved, 
while the students were treated like 
“big kids” with real expectations and 
responsibilities. That feeling is still 
there, even as the program celebrates 
its twentieth anniversary in 2007.
 Meghan Hatfield attended College 
for Kids when she was younger and 
has volunteered for the past three 
years. My daughter directed her in 
Rumpelstiltskin during her second 
year of College for Kids, an experience 
that Meghan still remembers. “It felt 
like kids ruled the campus for that 
week,” said Meghan. “I think kids like 
working towards a goal, like putting on 
a finished play. It’s something real that 
they can present to their parents at the 
end of the week”.
 “My kids learned a lot about who 
I am as a grownup,” said Cynthya 
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Porter, who writes for the Winona Post 
and regularly teaches a workshop on 
newspaper reporting, editing, and 
production. At the end of the College 
for Kids session, Porter’s students 
distribute their newspaper to fellow 
students, friends, and parents.
 Both of her daughters, now 14 and 
11, have taken Porter’s class more than 
once. “They see me come home and 
cook supper every night. This is an 
opportunity for them to see me in a 
different role, the kind of work I do all 
day when they’re not there.”
 Kristina Murphy has not only 
learned what a parent does for a 
living through College for Kids, she 
has assisted in her father’s position as 
director of the program. Bill Murphy, 
Dean of the College of Business at 
Winona State, was director of College 
for Kids for five years. Kristina started 
College for Kids in the sixth grade and 
began volunteering for the next few 
years, 
 “The last year I volunteered, I 
realized that I really wanted to be 
involved with the program in a deeper 
way,” said Kristina Murphy. She 
mentioned it to her father and he took 
her on as his official sidekick during 
her junior year of high school.
 “We have a dynamic relationship 
outside College for Kids and I think 
this is a key part of why we worked so 
well together. I knew what my father’s 
expectations and standards were for 
the program and for those who worked 
with the program,” continued Murphy.
 As director, Bill Murphy’s 
expectations were high. During his 
tenure, he expanded College for Kids 
from a gifted-and-talented-only 
program to include more children 
recommended by their teachers. 
He built relationships with the 
community to attract highly qualified 
instructors who could teach a broader 
range of classes. And Murphy ensured 
that the College for Kids experience 
would be memorable, building a 
network of enthusiastic students, 
teachers, and volunteers.
 “Several years ago a student stopped 
me as I walked across campus to visit 
classrooms,” recalled Murphy. “She 
had noticed the College for Kids T-shirt 
I was wearing and remarked, “I was 
a College for Kids student years ago. 
It was that experience that made me 
want to come to Winona State.’”
 “The program offers young scholars 
a unique experience on a college 
campus, in the arts, literature, 
science, technology, languages, 
entrepreneurship, and many others. 
College for Kids plays a much larger 
role than just two weeks in the 
middle of the summer. For many it’s 
a life changing experience.”
   This year the Winona Community 
Foundation funded a grant to 
stimulate a partnership between 
College for Kids and the Great River 
Shakespeare Festival, which is also 
based on the Winona State campus. 
Each group worked simultaneously 
 “The program offers young scholars 
a unique experience on a college 
campus, in the arts, literature, 
science, technology, languages, 
entrepreneurship, and many others.”
— Bill Murphy
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on the same production, the 
Shakespeare comedy As You Like 
It. Festival professionals taught 
acting and technical classes, while 
students visited rehearsals, glimpsed 
backstage activities, learned stage 
combat choreography, and asked 
knowledgeable questions about 
the intricacies of the production. In 
response to a question, one of the 
actors revealed that he got his start 
from a College for Kids program in 
Texas. It was a great experience for all:  
students met the challenge of staging 
a difficult play, while the Shakespeare 
Festival cast and crew inspired a new 
generation of theatre enthusiasts.
 I first heard about College for Kids in 
1992. Since then, our family has taken 
and taught scores of courses, put on 
at least 15 plays, absorbed the stories 
of hundreds of “professors,” and 
experienced the energy and curiosity 
of thousands of kids. Those two weeks 
each summer are like an old and 
trusted friend, for our family and for 
many others in Winona. n




he sixties were a decade 
of rapid growth for higher 
education in America. As the 
“Baby Boom” generation came 
of age, enrollment in the nation’s 
colleges and universities exploded by 
more than six times over levels just 
after World War II. While academic 
institutions had been hotbeds for 
social unrest during the sixties, 
sometimes eliciting calls to “build 
fences around” the more radical 
campuses, they rose in stature as 
engines for economic development 
and technological innovation.  As a 
result, the public looked on colleges 
and universities with increasing 
favor, and increased state and federal 
support fueled their expansion.
 It was a golden era for higher 
education, and for Winona State 
College. By 1970, enrollment at the 
former normal school topped 3,000 
students for the first time, seven 
times the number of students in 
1951. The size of the faculty doubled, 
and new programs such as nursing, 
business, and computer science 
were overtaking teacher education 
as popular majors. Many of the 
buildings making up today’s modern 
campus went up, such as Kryzsko 
Commons, the new Maxwell Library, 
and Sheehan Hall. A hundred years 
after it was founded, Winona State 
was becoming a university.
 Times were good in the sixties. But 
events of the seventies and eighties 
would test the resolve of the nation’s 
colleges and universities. Winona 
State would weather the storm 
better than many, and emerge as a 
full-fledged teaching and research 
institution with a distinctive mission 
and a new focus towards a common 
goal.
Darkening clouds
 The post-World War II baby boom 
reached its peak during the sixties. 
Under the leadership of Nels Minné, 
who had come on board as president 
in 1944, Winona State College 
expanded to match the growth of 
the student population. Its focus was 
also evolving. By the early seventies, 
the institution had more nursing, 
business, liberal arts, and computer 
science majors than education 
majors. If not officially in name, the 
former teacher training school was 
now a comprehensive, liberal arts 
university.
A university is 
tempered by a 
decade of uncertainty
This is the sixth in a series 
of stories charting the 
history of Winona State 
University as it celebrates its 
sesquicentennial.
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 As the seventies approached, 
demographics suggested that the 
boom in students would quickly end, 
putting pressure on colleges and 
universities to find new students, 
keep the ones they had, or reduce 
operations. 
 Other events created a nearly 
perfect storm that would threaten 
the survival of state colleges in 
Minnesota, including Winona State. 
Unionization rose in the early 1970s 
and Minnesota was one of the first 
states to adopt laws allowing public 
employees, including state college 
faculty, to organize. A stagnant 
economy, exacerbated by an energy 
crisis, caused the state legislature 
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for non-traditional students who 
wanted to complete their degrees, 
or were balancing classes with 
work or family responsibilities. The 
program was a success, attracting 
an inaugural class of 300 students 
and growing to nearly 750 full-time 
equivalents by 1975.
 “DuFresne’s notion to bring in 
non-traditional students was a new 
one for state colleges in Minnesota,” 
said Peter Henderson, history 
professor at Winona State and author 
of the book, Her Star Shall Not Dim, 
a sesquicentennial history of the 
university. “He made a real difference 
in difficult times. I sometimes think 
he doesn’t get enough credit for 
that.”
 A bigger problem was declining 
state support, particularly for 
colleges that had expanded faculty 
and facilities in the sixties. The 
legislature had granted university 
status to Winona State and its sister 
institutions in 1975, but along with 
the decision, they made it clear that 
the designation would not bring 
additional funding. 
 Hard times forced DuFresne to cut 
four faculty members. The faculty, 
seeking to protect itself, quickly 
formed a union. Increased energy 
costs led to additional financial 
pressure and the possibility of 
further layoffs. After ten years in 
office, DuFresne resigned and 
returned to teaching. The events 
that followed led to near disaster for 
Winona State.
Weathering the storm
 With budget problems looming, 
Robert Hanson became the eleventh 
leader of Winona State. In his 
inaugural address, Hanson proposed 
creating a strategy to solve the fiscal 
crisis. He was soon overwhelmed. 
No increase in support was 
forthcoming from the legislature, 
and state employees were awarded a 
large cost of living increase. Tuition 
hikes did little to bridge the gap. 
Additional staff terminations were 
floated, resulting in diminished trust 
between faculty and administrators 
that would endure for nearly a 
decade.
 A budget shortfall of more than 
a million dollars was forecast 
for Winona State. The pressure 
mounted, and in December 1981, 
Hanson suffered a debilitating 
stroke. Administrators acting in his 
absence introduced deep cuts in 
faculty and programs without fully 
consulting the faculty. The result, 
according to former president 
DuFresne in his book, Winona State 
University:  A History of 125 Years, 
was “continuing friction between 
members of the faculty association. 
Four presidents, (L-R top) Robert DuFresne, Thomas Stark, Robert Hanson, and 
Nels Minné guided WSU’s fortunes from the 1960s through the 1980s. Despite 
turbulent times, they managed to keep enrollments high (bottom).
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Discussion and meetings were tense 
and confrontational, with more and 
more polarization taking place as 
time went on.”  
 When an alternative funding 
strategy drafted by the faculty was 
rejected, a revolt ensued, ending in 
a no-confidence vote against the 
acting president, and initiating the 
search for a new leader who could 
unite the campus.
Brightening skies
 In 1983, it seemed that Winona 
State was at its lowest point. 
Newspapers predicted that three 
state university campuses would be 
closed, including the one in Winona. 
Others suggested that Winona 
State be moved brick-by-brick to 
Rochester, to take advantage of the 
city’s need to educate technology 
and healthcare workers, and the lack 
of its “own” university.
 With morale at a low point, new 
leadership was needed and it came 
in the form of President Thomas 
Stark. A former teacher, school 
superintendent, and faculty member 
at Mankato State University, Stark 
brought a broad background of 
experience and solid common sense 
that instilled newfound confidence 
on campus.
 Stark urged the university 
community to strengthen its ties 
with the community during his 
inaugural address, and take the lead 
in the use of technology in teaching 
and learning. On taking office, he 
rescinded the decision to dismiss 
faculty made by his predecessors. 
He calmed the grumbling for a 
university in Rochester by increasing 
Winona State’s presence there, 
establishing a transfer agreement 
with the local community college 
and creating new healthcare, 
education, and social work programs.
 “Dr. Stark sparked the 
transformation that took Winona 
State from an average university 
searching for an identity, to one of 
the best,” said Carl Stange ’83, now 
director of admissions at Winona 
State and during the eighties 
a student and member of the 
admissions staff.
 “He and his wife traveled to 
athletic events, alumni gatherings, 
admissions open houses, and 
other events all over the state, 
welcoming people at the door and 
shaking hands,” continued Stange. 
“Dr. Stark brought the Winona 
State educational family to the 
community, and created a new 
atmosphere of teamwork and trust 
on campus.”
The sun breaks through
 Stark served as president for 
five years, until 1988. While he 
didn’t resolve all of the university’s 
problems, he did bring the 
institution back from the brink. 
Enrollment was steady, student 
satisfaction was at an all-time high, 
and faculty’s relationship with 
administration was on the mend.
 One of Stark’s goals was to renew 
alliances with the community, with 
a particular focus on educational 
institutions, business and industry, 
and public service organizations. His 
efforts were crystallized in the new 
composite materials engineering 
program, the only undergraduate 
program in the United States devoted 
to the study of composite materials.
 Stark partnered with community 
and industry leaders—Winona 
has been a center for composite 
materials development and 
manufacture since the 1940s—to 
persuade the legislature to support 
the new program. Its importance as 
a regional resource was emphasized 
when Governor Rudy Perpich 
delivered his State of the State 
address on February 9, 1988, in 
Winona. It was the first time a 
governor had delivered the address 
outside St. Paul.
 In his speech, Perpich said, “We 
must establish our community 
colleges, our state universities, and 
our technical institutes as magnets 
for regional growth.”
 “That is why I have come to 
Winona this evening. This campus, 
this city, and this region are a perfect 
example of how partnerships 
between business and education can 
stimulate economic development.” 
 Stark passed away unexpectedly 
during the summer of 1988, but 
not before laying the strategy to 
combine public and private funds to 
construct a new building to house 
the engineering program. Stark Hall 
was dedicated in 1992, named for 
the man who brought a campus 
together, and into a new era. n
Stark Hall, home of the 
composite materials engineering program, 
crystallized the positive new vision set by Winona State in the late 1980s.
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My Favorite Professor:  
Henry E. Hull
Rob Rumppe ’86, a mathematics 
teacher at Southwest High School in 
Minneapolis, remembers his favorite 
professor, Dr. Henry E. Hull. Hull 
taught history at Winona State from 
1963 until he passed away in 1984. 
Professor Henry Hull’s classes were legendary. My first class with him was Minnesota History, also the first classroom I 
entered at Winona State. I arrived to 
class five minutes early, nervous as a 
bowl of Jell-O. Perhaps I had seen too 
many movies, but I was expecting a 
professor wearing a tweed coat with 
leather elbow patches and a pipe in 
his mouth. 
  It was a completely different man 
who entered the room. Hull looked 





over with a 
cane, and 
wore a white 
beard that 
my roommate 
mused, “must have 
gotten in the way of 
his love life.”
     He introduced 
himself in a deep 
voice and the words 
came out abnormally 
slow. He stretched the 
final sound of each 
sentence, and the intonation of each 
word dropped lower than the previous 
one. I was told that Hull was burned 
in a fire while in the U.S. Navy. His 
beard covered his scars and the walk 
was due to the wounds he endured, 
his voice a result of damage to his 
vocal cords.
  Professor Hull was remarkable in 
how he used these characteristics in 
his lectures. Actually, lecture isn’t the 
right term. He told stories.
  Hull referred to the French 
Voyageurs as “physical education 
majors,” with his favorite character 
none other than “Jacques Strop.” One 
day he used his cane as a paddle, 
the next to demonstrate how the 
Sioux hunted buffalo. He had been 
practicing these lectures throughout 
his tenure and they were anything but 
spontaneous, but his enthusiasm was 
infectious. 
  In time, our studies found their way 
to the town of Winona. We learned 
that it was more than a place with a 
plane that didn’t fly and a boat that 
didn’t float through his story of “Wee-
NO-nah the Indian Prin-cesssss” and 
her defiance of “Chief Big Mouth” 
(Chief Wabasha, I 
believe).
  If you 
looked around 
the room while 
he was telling 
these stories, 










theatrics as he 
did his thing.
     His love of Minnesota history 
was balanced by a dislike for South 
Dakota. When pushed to explain 
why, he told of a summer working 
for the state highway department, 
in oppressive heat and long spans 
between flagging vehicles through the 
“Awful smell of hot tarrrr.” His most 
memorable line was, “If the earth 
was in need of an enema, God would 
surely stick the tube in South Da-KO-
tahh.”
  Professor Hull showed me that the 
driest of subject matter could be fun 
when presented by someone with a 
passion for the subject. And he taught 
me, by all means, to be unafraid 
to put one’s reputation on the line 
in exchange for a good outburst of 
classroom laughter.
 We enjoy publishing stories about 
someone who made a difference 
during your time at Winona State. 
To nominate your favorite faculty 
member, visit our Website and click 
on the “Tell us about your favorite 
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Making Contact
There’s more to Mo Weber than baseball
By Melanie Horner ‘08
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Maynard “Mo” Weber ’50 has always been 
regarded as a “baseball man.” For more 
than 60 years, the first buds of spring have 
signaled warm nights at the ballpark, 
promising players, and the hopes of a new 
season.
 Weber could also be known as a “Winona State man.” He started his career 
as a coach and manager while still just a student, and he has continued to 
maintain his ties with the university throughout his travels around the country.
 Like many other young men right after World War II, Weber arrived at Winona 
State after serving in the U.S. Army. A Long Island native, he discovered his 
future alma mater after a stint at Fort McCoy in Wisconsin. 
 He was passionate about baseball, 
and had already done a little 
coaching immediately after he was 
discharged from the military. So, 
when asked to coach by Winona 
State’s legendary Luther McCown, 
Weber jumped at the chance. From 
there, Weber spent his summers in 
charge of a local semi-pro baseball 
team, the Winona Merchants, in most 
cases coaching players who were 
older than he was.
 After graduating with a degree in 
education, Weber taught in Winona 
schools for a couple of years. He 
continued to coach and manage 
baseball during the summers, 
beginning a peripatetic career that 
spanned Minnesota, Wisconsin, 
Colorado, and the Dakotas. At one 
time, Weber was commissioner of 
the Bi-State Baseball organization 
that fielded teams in Minnesota and 
Wisconsin. During this period he also 
coached at the Northern Colorado 
College of Education, which is now 
the University of Northern Colorado.
 Weber eventually made his way 
back east, first teaching in New 
Jersey and then migrating south to 
become head coach at William & 
Mary College in Virginia in 1965.  He 
was becoming well known as a hitting 
coach, and made the move to coach 
the Peninsula White Sox, a minor 
league affiliate of the Chicago White 
Sox for aspiring rookie players. Weber 
returned briefly to William & Mary as 
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 While baseball plays a large—in fact, a very large—role in Weber’s life, there’s more to the 
story. He earned his master’s in 1968 while coaching at William & Mary and in the Peninsula 
League. A year later, he shifted his “off-season” employment from teaching to working as 
a stockbroker. He was not only very successful as a broker, but he also had more freedom 
to devote his summers to baseball. Most recently, he has served as hitting coach for the 
New Market Rebels, a summer league team for college players located near his home in 
Harrisonburg, Virginia.
 Inspecting the arc of Weber’s life, one might overlook his 
connection with Max Weber, a well-known artist who is 
considered one of America’s earliest modernists. Mo is the 
son of the Russian-born artist, who passed away in 1961. 
 Max Weber was a key figure in bringing the avant-garde to 
the U.S. He worked in a variety of media and styles, including 
Fauvism, Cubism, Dynamism, Expressionism, and Futurism, 
that reflected the spectrum of art activity in Europe at 
the turn of the Twentieth Century. One of his best-known 
paintings is Chinese Restaurant, a work in the Cubist manner 
from 1915. 
 Mo Weber has always been a loyal supporter of Winona 
State, organizing baseball reunions, recruiting players for 
the Warriors, attending Homecoming and reunions regularly 
and establishing a WSU Alumni chapter in Northern Virginia, 
where he now resides. He is also a member of the WSU 
Foundation Board of Trustees. In 1988, he was honored with 
the WSU Alumni Society’s Distinguished Service Award.  
In 1991, he and his wife, Dorothy, were inducted into the 
WSU Foundation’s Cornerstone Society. He has also been 
honored as the 1998 commencement speaker and a 2002 
Distinguished Alumnus of Winona State.
 Last year, Weber strengthened his connection with Winona 
State with the donation of two of his father’s paintings, 
The Oarsman (1933) and Mexican Water Jug (1951). Both 
are representational works that display Max Weber’s 
characteristic exploration of color and form. 
Once they are restored the two paintings will be displayed 
at WSU. Weber hopes students and other members of the 
community will enjoy his father’s works. “I have been so 
inspired and blessed by many wonderful people at Winona 
State and I can only hope my contributions will do the same 
for others today.”
 While he was a student at Winona State, Weber says that 
he learned how to contribute to society in a meaningful way, and that the opportunity 
to coach baseball gave him a vehicle to carry out that lesson. “I have nothing but fond 
memories of Winona State,” said Weber. “It one hundred percent changed my life.”
 Thousands of young baseball players who have learned to hit, throw, and field under 
Weber’s watchful eye would likely say the same thing about him. n
There’s more to Mo Weber than baseball. He donated two works 
painted by his father, the avant-garde artist Max Weber, to Winona 
State:  Mexican Water Jug (top) and The Oarsman (bottom).
ALUMNI CONNECTIONS
President: 
Deb Benz’75 / ’07 (Liberal Arts / Education)  
 dbenz@alumni.winona.edu
Vice President: 
Todd Fierst ’95 (Liberal Arts)  
	 tfierst@alumni.winona.edu
Secretary: 
Jason Narverud ’99 (Liberal Arts)  
 jnarverud@alumni.winona.edu
Treasurer: 
Mary Jo Strauss ’77(Education)  
 mstrauss@alumni.winona.edu
Foundation Liaison: 
Marc Spieler ’95 / ’98  (Business / Education)  
 mspieler@alumni.winona.edu
Connect with the Alumni Society
 With more than 40,000 proud Winona 
State alumni living around the world, the 
Alumni Society is here to help you stay 
connected—with your alma mater and with 
fellow Warriors.
 One way you can connect and have your 
say is through the Alumni Society Board of 
Directors. The board is made up of alumni 
volunteers who provide general counsel 
and support for the activities and programs 
of the Alumni Society and the Alumni 
Relations	Office.	Make	contact	today	to	
find	out	how	you	can	get	involved	in	alumni	
activities at Winona State!  
Board:
Tracy Coenen-Schaefer, ’98 (Liberal Arts) 
 tcoenen@alumni.winona.edu
Greg Davids ’79 (Liberal Arts)  
 gdavids@alumni.winona.edu
Susan Frosch ’03 / ’06 (Nursing & 
Health Sciences) 
 sfrosch@alumni.winona.edu
Paul Helgerson ’63 / ’71 (Education)  
  phelgerson@alumni.winona.edu
Echo Huang ’95 (Business)    
 ehuang@alumni.winona.edu
Don Klagge ’60 / ’64 (Education)   
	 dklagge@alumni.winona.edu




Tim Meyer ’90 (Science & Engineering)  
 tmeyer@alumni.winona.edu
Kari Busch ’88 (Liberal Arts)    
	 kbusch@alumni.winona.edu
Mark Your Calendars with these 2008 Events
 May 8 Owatonna area social
 May 15 LaCrosse area social
 June 7 Saint Paul Saints Game and Tailgate Party
 June 21 Alumni Reunion at Winona’s Steamboat Days, with music by alumni band, Hodge Podge, and Tony Brown
 July 12 Wenonah Players Reunion
 August 12 Minnesota Twins vs. New York Yankees and Alumni Social
 September 18-21 Homecoming 2008 
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CLASS NOTES
1930s
 Pauline Abel ’38 (La Crosse, 
Wis.) moved to The Willows 
on her ninetieth birthday. She 
continues volunteering at 
Norskadalen,	Gundersen	Lutheran	
Gift Shop, Swarthout Museum, 
and the Hixon House. 
1950s
 Shirley (Senrick) ’55 / ’67 
and William Christopherson ’55 
(Albert Lea, Minn.); Bill coached 
the Albert Lea baseball team to 
second place at the state level. He 
suffered with multiple sclerosis 
and	died	in	1981.	Son	Mark	is	a	
doctor at Mayo Clinic; daughter 
Kim	is	teaching	in	McCook,	Neb.
 Robert Scott ’60 / ’66 (West 
Union, Iowa) has retired from 
coaching	boys	track	&	field	and	
boys and girls cross country. 
Bob retired from the classroom 
in 1996 but continued to coach 
for	11	more	years.	Bob’s	track	
and cross country teams were 
always competitive. His boys’ 
track	teams	won	a	state	title,	were	
twice runners-up, and captured 
24 conference titles. He coached 
11 individuals to 17 state titles 
and one relay title. Most of his 
46 years in education were at 
North Fayette High School but 
he also taught at several other 
schools. He is a member of the 
WSU Athletic Hall of Fame, Iowa 
Track	Coaches	Hall	of	Fame,	and	
was West Union’s Citizen of the 
Year in 2007. He and his wife 
Betty	have	five	children	and	11	
grandchildren, and they opened 
their home to several foster 
children and foreign exchange 
students. 
 Virginia Harris ’63 / ’66 
(Gunnison, Colo.) was inducted 
into Western State College’s 
Mountaineers Hall of Fame as 
a pioneer in bringing women’s 
sports to school. She coached 
volleyball,	basketball,	and	
softball. She was also a full-
time instructor and served as 
department	chair	of	kinesiology	
and recreation for several years. 
She was at Western from 1972-
2000 until her retirement.
 Carol (Pye) Hayes ’63 (Costa 
Mesa, Calif.) teaches second 
grade	sfor	Tustin	Unified	School	
District. She also is a part-time 
instructor at Coastline Community 
College in adult special education.
1970s
 Dana Babbitt ’71 / ’76 / 
’84 (South St. Paul, Minn.) has 
retired after 36 years in education, 
including 17 years in Winona 
Public Schools. He retired as 
superintendent of schools at South 
St.	Paul.	He	is	presently	working	
part-time	at	Mainstreet	Bank.
 Diane McNally Forsyth ’72 
(Rochester, Minn.) authored a 
chapter	in	the	book,	Evidence-
Based Practice for Nurses:  
Appraisal and Application of 
Research, published by Jones 
and Bartlett. Her chapter is 
titled, “Developing Oneself as an 
Innovator.” She is an associate 
professor in the Graduate 
Nursing Program at Winona State 
University-Rochester.
 Sarah (Smith) Joslin ’74 
(Jericho, Vt.), along with her 
husband Tom and son Ben, enjoy 
the four great seasons in their 
part of the country. Jericho is the 
birthplace	of	William	“Snowflake”	
Bentley.	Sarah	keeps	busy	with	
historical society lectures on 
such	things	as	trains	and	hiking	
trails following the paths of the 
Abenakis.	She	also	quilts,	knits,	
and was recently elected as a 
Vermont Justice of the Peace. 
She can perform weddings or 
civil unions throughout the state. 
Politics and environmentalism are 
big issues with Sarah, Tom and 
Ben.
 Margaret (Foegen) Karsten, 
’77 (Platteville, Wis.) received the 
Abughalous Award for Excellence 
in Scholarly Research from 
the University of Wisconsin-
Platteville, where she is a 
professor in the Department of 
Business and Accounting.  This 
Community Unites 
Behind Speltz
 Michael Speltz ’80, 
a longtime supporter of 
Winona State University 
and community volunteer, 
has received the Thomas 
F.	Stark	Award,	the	United	
Way of the Greater Winona 
Area’s top honor. The award 
is given for outstanding 
volunteerism in the 
community.
 Speltz, who is chief 
financial	officer	and	senior	vice	president	at	Merchants	
Financial	Group,	was	honored	for	his	work	with	a	variety	
of organizations, including the Salvation Army, St. Anne 
of Winona, Grace Place, the Diocese of Winona, Winona 
County Historical Society, and Rollingstone Holy Trinity 
Catholic Church. He is chair of the WSU Foundation 
Board and co-chair of the WSU Scholarship Campaign 
Cabinet.




of those whom his efforts have touched.”
 The award, which has been given since 1988, is named 
after	Thomas	F.	Stark,	past	president	of	Winona	State	and	
an active volunteer for United Way of the Greater Winona 
Area.
award is given annually to 
a faculty member who has 
demonstrated	significant	career	
achievement in scholarly 
activity; communicated results 
of scholarly activity to students, 
colleagues, and society; and 
affected students’ intellectual 
development. 
1980s
 Joseph Bissen ’80 (White 
Bear	Lake,	Minn.)	is	the	night	
sports	copy	desk	chief	at	the	
St. Paul Pioneer Press. Before 
that he was sports editor of the 
Duluth News-Tribune. He has 
won state and national awards 
in Associated Press sports 
writing contests. Joseph does 
freelance writing for Minnesota 
Golfer and Minneapolis-St. Paul 
magazine and is also an eBay 
Powerseller.
 Ronald Mueller ’81 / ’94 
(Mosinee, Wis.) is the principal 
at Mosinee Middle School.
 Elizabeth (Ukkestad) 
LaFleur ’83 (Rushford Village, 
Minn.)	has	worked	at	Mayo	
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We want to know what you’re doing! Submit 
class notes, baby photos, and keep up with your friends and 
fellow alums at www.alumni.winona.edu. Or, you can submit 
information via email at alumni@winona.edu. Send us class 
notes through the mail at Alumni Office, WSU, P.O. Box 5838, 
Winona, MN  55987.
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Clinic in Rochester for the past 
27 years. She currently is a 
lactation consultant. Elizabeth’s 
family includes husband Allen; 
daughter Julia, aged 22, who 
graduated from the University of 
Wisconsin-La Crosse; and son 
Phillip, age 18, who is a senior at 
Fillmore Central High School.
 Carol Lombard ’86 (Holmen, 
Wis.) and husband Paul 
welcomed daughter Sophie on 
September 21, 2007.
 Eva (Gaulke) Pampuch ’89 
(Winona) and husband Douglas 
welcomed son Eric James on 
December 14, 2006.
1990s
 Jackie Costa ’90 (Wauwatosa, 
Wis.) is the director of 
publications and events at 
Marquette	University	High	
School	in	Milwaukee.	
 Bradd Goede ’90 (Sleepy 
Eye, Minn.) has been named 
Section 3A Coach of the Year 
by the Minnesota High School 
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Tennis Coaches Association for 
2007. He is in his ninth year 
as tennis coach at River Valley 
High School and his teams have 
won 68 matches, the most in 
school history. Brad has been 
a teacher at Sleepy Eye Public 
High School for 14 years. 
 Peggy (Rasner) Tafelski 
’90 (Menominee, Mich.) is the 
principal of Blesch Intermediate 
School in the Menomoniee Area 
Public Schools.
 Brian ’92 and Maria 
(Neville) Mihm ’98 (Isabella, 
Calif.) welcomed son Landon 
Patrick	on	November	16,	2007.
 Jason ’92 and Amy 
(Kratochwill) Repinski 
’01 (Minnesota City, Minn.) 
welcomed daughter Savannah 
Troi on December 11, 2007. 
Savannah joins big brothers 
Austin and Christian.
 Thomas ’93/’96 and Trisha 
Brown ’03 (Winona) are the 
proud parents of a little girl. Ella 
Marie was born on January 22, 
2008. Ella joins her big brothers 
TJ, aged 2, and Zach, aged 1.
 Bradley Hompe ’93 
(Burlington, Wis.) has been 
appointed as warden of the 
Stanley Correctional Institution. 
He began his career as a 
correctional	officer	and	has	
worked	at	all	security	levels	
and at both male and female 
institutions. Brad has also 
worked	as	a	college	instructor	in	
several areas of criminal justice. 
Brad has also been active in 
the	community	as	a	firefighter	
and volunteer athletic coach. 
In addition to his Winona State 
degree, he earned a master’s 
in public administration at 
the University of Wisconsin-
Oshkosh.		
 Tracy (Clark) Chipman ’94 
(Seattle, Wash.) and Stephen 
Chapman were married on 
September 8, 2007.
 Paula Fritsch ’94 (Riverside, 
Ill.) has been named partner 
at the McDonnell Boehnen 
Hulbert	&	Berghoff	law	firm	
in Chicago. Paula focuses on 
representing biotechnology and 
pharmaceutical companies. She 
also assists on litigation matters 
in a diverse range of topics. After 
graduating from WSU in cell and 
molecular biology, she earned a 
PhD at the University of Iowa 
and the JD at the University of 
Iowa College of Law.
 Jillian (Gilbertson) ’94 and 
Jeremy ’98 Quandt (Winona) 
welcomed son Aiden James 
Albert on November 29, 2007.
 Beth (Haden) Gonzalez ’95 
(Vernon Hills, Ill.) and Paul 
Gonzalez were married on July 
20, 2007. Beth teaches sixth 
grade language arts at Woodland 
Middle School in Gurnee.
 Tracy (Mehlum) Leibel ’95 
(St. Paul) and James Leibel were 
married on May 25, 2007.
 Marc Spieler ’95 / ’98 
(Houston, Texas) and wife Shelly 
welcomed son Maxim on October 
Maxim Jos
eph Spieler
Deep in the Heart of Texas
Maxim Joseph Spieler, born on 
October 13, 2007, is a sure bet to 
become a future Warrior. Maxim is 
the son of Marc ’95 / ’98 and Shelly 
Spieler. Maxim’s proud father is a 
member of the WSU Alumni Society 
Board of Directors. The Spieler family 
makes their home in Houston, Texas.
We enjoy seeing your baby photos. Due to space 
we can select only one image for publication in 
each issue of Currents, but you can find the 
others at our Website:  
www.alumni.winona.edu.
Email baby photos to:  alumni@winona.edu
Mail photos to:  Alumni Relations, WSU, Box 
5838, Winona, MN  55987
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13, 2007. Marc is the senior 
manager for global business 
development at Haliburton 
Digital & Consulting Services. 
He currently serves on the 
WSU Alumni Society Board of 
Directors.
 Jen (Guinea) Weaverling 
’95 (Minneapolis) has been 
promoted to managing editor of 
book	development	at	the	North	
American Membership Group in 
Minnetonka.
 Michele (Tomaselli) Grasser 
’96 (McHenry, Ill.) and husband 
Brian welcomed their third child, 
Gabriele Elizabeth-Dean, on 
May 18, 2007. Gabriele joins big 
brothers Kenny and Payton.
 Sarah (Floriano) d’Hulst 
’96 (Spokane,	Wash.)	and	
husband Dan, from Ogden, 
Utah, announce the birth of their 
fourth child, Quinn William, 
born December 27, 2007. Quinn 
joins siblings Dallin, 5 years, 
Addie, 2-½ years, and Anna, 
18 months. Sarah continues to 
practice pediatrics part-time at 
the	Rockwood	Clinic.
 Jody (Baker) Leise ’96 (Red 
Wing, Minn.) and husband Joe 




 Thomas Loucks ’96 (Plover, 
Wis.) and wife Angela welcomed 
daughter Hannah Annabelle on 
August 7, 2007.
 Eric ’96 and Ann (Malone) 
Rislove ’96 (Cottage Grove, 
Minn.) welcomed daughter 
Alaina Grace on November 20, 
2007.	She	joins	brothers	Luke,	5,	
and Ethan, 4.
 Amy (Martinez) Anhold 
’97 (Williams Bay, Wis.) and 
husband Dan welcomed daughter 
Elizabeth “Libby” Louise on 
August 14, 2007. Libby joins 
big sister Maria, 5 years. Amy 
is a special education teacher at 
Elkhorn	Area	High	School.
 Aaron Jasperson ’97 (New 
Prague, Minn.) and wife Emily 
welcomed son Sawyer Jeffrey in 
2007. Aaron and Emily are both 
teachers.
 Terrence Terpstra ’97 (Cuba 
City, Wis.) and wife Stacy 
welcomed son Michael Charles 
on November 8, 2007. Michael 
joins sisters Matilyn, 5 years, and 
Paige, 2 years. Terry is a sergeant 
with the Platteville Police 
Department.
 Tia (Olson) Bannwart ’98 
(Vadnais Heights, Minn.) and 





 Jenn Carlson-Long ’98 (San 
Angelo, Texas) and husband 
Brantley Long welcomed son 
Amos through adoption. Amos 
was born on March 30, 2007and 
his adoption was completed on 
October 9.
 John ‘98 and Michelle 
(Beighton) Mason ‘99 
(Woodstock,	Ill.)	welcomed	son	
Zachary David and daughter 
Natalie Christine on June 4, 2007 
in Barrington.
 Susan (Rader) Page ’98 
(Wilmington, N.C.) will marry 
Jeremy Scott Page in New 
York	in	May	2008.	Susan	is	a	
specialty sales consultant with 
Jazz Pharmaceuticals, based 
in Palo Alto, Calif. Jeremy is 
an	associate	at	the	law	firm	of	
Headrick	Gardner	Kincheloe	and	
Garofalo LLP in Wilmington.
 Chad Wittkop ’98 (Mankato,	
Minn.) received his PhD in 
geology from the University of 
Minnesota in 2007. Chad is an 
assistant professor of chemistry 
and geology at Minnesota State 
University-Mankato.
 Nicole (Tollefson) Corcoran 
’99 (Minnesota City, Minn.) 
and husband Cory welcomed 
daughter Jocelyn Grace on 
January 3, 2008. 
 Shawn Killebrew ’99 
(Cottage Grove, Wis.) and wife 
Katie welcomed daughter Kyra 
Jean on December 14, 2007. 
Shawn is a senior account 
executive for AT&T Advertising 
in Madison.
 Amy (Haraldson) Koegel ’99 
(Hugo,	Minn.)	works	in	human	
resources at Porous Media Corp. 
in St. Paul.
 Nicole (Kletzke) 
Ranzenberger ’99 (Caledonia, 
Minn.) and husband Brandon 
welcomed son Brody Daniel on 
January 18, 2008.
 Douglas Troke ’99 (Winona) 
and	Angela	Zaborowski	were	
married on October 6, 2007.
2000s
 Markus ’00 and Keri 
(Anderson) Murphy ’03 
(Worthington, Minn.) welcomed 
daughter	Brooklyn	Bryce	on	
September 18, 2007.
 Jennifer (Besek) Ruppert 
’00 (La Crescent, Minn.) and Jay 
Ruppert were married on October 
4, 2007.
 Amy (Wermager) White 
’00 / ’07 (Rochester, Minn.) is 
a nursing education specialist at 
Mayo Clinic.
 Amy (Anderson) ’01 and 
Michael Beckmann ’02 
(Rochester, Minn.) welcomed 
son Caden on May 8, 2007.
 Andrea (Mueller) Cyert ’01 
(Winona) and husband Matt 
welcomed daughter Julia Rose on 
November 28, 2007.
 Jill (Edwards) ’01 and 
David Hawkins ’02 (Savage, 
Minn.) welcomed son Collin on 
September 12, 2007.
 Jeremy ‘01 and Shana 
(Williams) Johnson ‘06 (La 
Crosse, Wis.) were married on 
October 6, 2007. Jeremy is the 
national direct import services 
sales manager at Fastenal. 
Jeremy also attends Capella 
University.		Shana	is	a	first	grade	
teacher at Goodview Elementary 
School. 
 Melissa (Knudson) Pepin ’01 
(La Crosse, Wis.) and husband 
Tim welcomed son Joshua 
Michael on August 5, 2007. 
Joshua joins big sister Grace, 
who is three years old.
 Michael ’01 / ’05 and 
Rebecca (Skozek) Swenson 
’03 (Winona) welcomed 
son Alexander Benjamin on 
December 24, 2007. Michael is 
the interim director of Alumni 
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Werden Named Top 
Faculty Member
 Leslie Werden ’01, who earned 
her master’s in English at Winona 
State, has been honored with 
the	2007	Sharon	Walker	Faculty	
Excellence Award at Morningside 
College (Iowa).
 One of three recipients, Werden 
was selected based on teaching 
excellence, advising, scholarship, 
and service. She joined the Morningside faculty in 2006. 
Werden	also	serves	as	director	of	first	year	studies.	She	
received her bachelor’s at the University of Minnesota and 
her	doctorate	at	the	University	of	North	Dakota.
Alums Honored for Educating 
Excellence, Breaking Barriers
 Two Winona State University alumni were recognized at 
the 22nd Annual Minnesota National Girls and Women in 
Sports Day on February 6 in St. Paul.
 Sharon Euerle ’71 won the Marie Berg Award for 




of Fame and the Winona State Athletic Hall of Fame, and 
has also been named Minnesota State High School Athletic 
Administrator of the Year.
 At the same event, Mary Wagenson ’93 / ’94 was honored 
with	a	Breaking	Barrier	Award	for	individuals	who	have	
overcome	challenges	or	made	significant	contributions	to	
girls’ and women’s sports in their communities. Wagenson 
is on the faculty at Rochester Community and Technical 
College.
Relations at Winona State. 
Rebecca is a nurse at Gundersen 
Lutheran Hospital in La Crosse.
 John Lemke ’02 (Houston, 
Minn.) and wife Mary welcomed 
their daughter on December 1, 
2007.
 Tamara (Ruhland) ’02 and 
Brian Munster ’03 (Sun Prairie, 
Wis.) welcomed daughter Kayla 
Marie on October 19, 2007. 
Tamara is an accountant for St. 
Mary’s/Dean Ventures. Brian is 
a life enrichment coordinator for 
Harbor House Assisted Living in 
Middleton.
 Jonathan Susek ’02 (De Pere, 
Wis.) and wife Mandy welcomed 
daughter Hailey Christine on 
September 4, 2007.
 Derrick ’02 and Kimberly 
(Wacek) Mathot ’02 (Rochester, 
Minn.) were married on July 
14,	2007.	Derrick	is	a	graduate	
of both Winona State and the 
Minnesota School of Business. 
Kimberly is a graduate of the 
Mayo School of Health Sciences. 
She	works	for	Aegis	Therapies.	
 Ted ’03 and Sarah (Givot) 
Benson ’04 (Alpharetta, Ga.) 
welcomed son Carter Josiah on 
October 18, 2007.
 Jessica (Hollerich) 
Brockberg ’03 (Mankato,	Minn.)	
and	Ricky	Brockberg	were	
married on September 22, 2007. 
Jessica	works	at	Nicollet	County	
Historical Society in St. Peter. 
Ricky	works	at	Unimin	Corp.	in	
Ottawa.
 Amy (Volkman) Bunke 






 Matthew ’03 / ’05 and 
Jennifer (Jennings) Gannon 
’05 (Albany, N.Y.) were married 
on September 8, 2007. Matt 
works	for	the	city	of	St.	Cloud,	
Minn. Jennifer is an athletic 
trainer for Alexandria Orthopedic 
Associates in Alexandria.
 Bradley ’03 and Terra 
(Cartwright) Jones ’03 (Fox 
Lake,	Ill.)	welcomed	daughter	
Bella Jane on August 2, 2007. 
Bella joins big sister Cayman 
Marie, born May 9, 2006.
 Chad ’03 and Lindsey 
(Borresen) Koterba ’03 
(Onalaska,	Wis.)	welcomed	
daughter Addison Elain on 
October 1, 2007.
 Jacob ’03 and Ellyn (Mack) 
Schneider ’03 (Barron, Wis.) 
welcomed daughter Winona on 
July 30, 2007. She was named 
after our city. Winona joins big 
brother	Broderick	David,	aged	
2.	Jacob	works	at	Weathershield	
in Ladysmith. Ellyn teaches art 
in grades six through eight at 
Riverview Middle School.
 Eric ’03 and Jillian (Hansen) 
Specht ’03 (Faribault, Minn.) 
welcomed daughter Ava Rae on 
November 7, 2005. At 2 years 
old, Ava is the youngest Warriors 
soccer fan! Eric and Jillian met 
at WSU were married on the 
good old Mississippi River in 
August 2004. They both cherish 
the endless amount of memories 
created in Winona. When they 
return, they both feel as though 
the area warms their hearts. They 
hope	some	day	to	be	back	near	
the river and the bluffs where 
it all started. Eric majored in 
social studies education and 
is now teaching sixth grade 
history for the New Prague 
School District. Jillian played 
soccer for four years. She now 
teaches elementary DAPE for the 
Faribault School District.
 Jennifer Whetstone ’03 
(Winona) and husband Kim 
welcomed daughter Esther 
Emilea Savoy through adoption.
 Andria (Feller) Larson ’04 
(Pine River, Minn.) married 
Derek	Larson	on	December	4,	
2007 in Tulum, Mexico. Andria 
is a care manager at Cuyuna 
Regional Medical Center in 
Crosby.
 Michael McCabe ’04 (York,	
Penn.) is a strategic accounts 
project manager for Fastenal. 
 Carissa Pagel-Smith ’04 
(Onalaska,	Wis.)	and	husband	
Aaron welcomed twin sons, 
Avery James and Ayden Daniel, 
on November 24, 2007. Both 
boys are happy and healthy.
 William ’04 and Shannon 
(McRae) Prate ’05 (Endeavor, 
Wis.) were married on 
September 29, 2007. William 
works	for	Target	Corporation	in	
Minneapolis.	Shannon	works	for	
McGladrey and Pullen, also in 
Minneapolis.
 Arif Rahman ’04/’05 (Eagan, 
Minn.) is a software engineer at 
the Thomson Corporation.
 Anthony Schwab ’04 
(South St. Paul, Minn.) and 
Rachel Rodriguez were married 
on February 2, 2008. The 
newlyweds honeymooned in 
Australia and Fiji. Anthony is a 
marketing	research	manager	at	
Factory Motor Parts Co., while 
Rachel is an account executive at 
UPS.
 Nigel ’04 and Pamela 
(Phalen) Timm ’04 (Shoreview, 
Minn.) were married on July 28, 




 Meghann (Rollins) Todd ’04 
(Caledonia, Minn.) and Bruce 
Todd, who attended WSU from 
2000-03, were married on June 
10, 2006. They welcomed their 
Back to the ‘80s
A group of alums from the 1980s got together in Faribault, Minn., to reminisce about old 
times at Winona State. They included:
 Front row (L-R), Kevin Kelly, Heidi (Bates) McCabe ’87, Heidi (Hanson) Hansen ’85, Jan  
	 (Giesen)	Burkhartzmeyer	’87,	and	Sue	(Cox)	West	’87
 Middle row (L-R), Peggy (Kohler) Kelly ’89, Tom Hansen ’88, and Jason West 





 Alecia Brunkow ’05 / ’07 
(Blooming Prairie, Minn.) is 
a	first	grade	teacher	for	the	
Owatonna Public Schools.
 Kyle Dowzak ’05 (Lakeville,	
Minn.) is a claims representative 
for Farmers Insurance in 
Burnsville.
 Matthew ’05 and Christina 
(Funk) Howard ’06 (St. 
Charles, Minn.) were married on 
September 8, 2007.
 Brett Kosidowski ’05 
(Farmington, Minn.) and Erin 
Ward were married on October 
27, 2007. Brett teaches at 
Rosemount Elementary and 
Middle School in Rosemount.
 Erin Krueger ’05 (Wausau, 
Wis.) is a graphic designer at 
Sartori Agency.
 Sarah (Pagenkopf) ’05 and 
Robert Pflugh ’06 (Shoreview, 
Minn.) were married on 
December 29, 2007. Sarah is a 
sign language interpreter through 
the Minnesota State Colleges and 
Universities. Bobby is a mental 
health counselor at a group home 
for adults with mental illnesses.
 Lindsey (Mulhern) Schepers 
’05 (Rosemount, Minn.) and 
Peter Schepers were married on 
October	20,	2007.	Lindsey	works	
at Ramsey County Juvenile 
Detention Center and coaches a 
Junior Olympic volleyball team 
in Woodbury.
 Sara Schille ’05 (Maplewood, 
Minn.) is employed through 
Daymon Worldwide in Eden 
Prairie,	a	brokerage	company	
specializing in private label 
branding. She is a business 
analyst on the Supervalu account.
 Alissa (Dvorak) Tierney ’05 
(Robbinsdale, Minn.) and Aron 
Tierney were married on June 30, 
2007.
 Janna (Johnson) Barcelo ’06 
(Gaithersburg, Md.) and Brendan 
Barcelo were married on August 
18,	2007.	Janna	works	at	the	
National Institutes of Health in 
Bethesda.	Brendan	works	for	JSI.
 Theresa Groen ’06 (Eagan, 
Minn.)	is	an	equity	analysis	
specialist at Fidelity Foreclosure 
Solutions in Mendota Heights.
 Denise (Bambenek) Matejka 
’06 (Winona) and husband 
Joseph welcomed son Gavin 
Carl on April 2, 2007. Gavin’s 
Hansen Under Gaze of “Big Brother”
 Amanda Hansen’s ’05 stay in the “Big Brother” house was a 
short one, but she has no regrets about appearing on the popular 
CBS television series.
 One of a dozen contestants competing for a $500,000 grand 
prize,	Hansen	was	eliminated	from	the	show	after	three	weeks.	
Contestants are isolated from the outside world in the Big 





healthcare insurance company in Fridley. 
	 You	can	find	out	more	about	“Big	Brother”	and	Amanda	at	the	
show’s Website: www.cbs.com/primetime/big_brother_9. 

grandmother is Barbara 
(Jenson) Bambenek ’68. Denise 
is an adult case manager at 
Hiawatha Valley Mental Health 
Center. Joseph is a controller at 
Bob	Brink,	Inc.
 Alecia Meline ’06 (Pine 
Island, Minn.) is an elementary 
teacher for the Rochester Public 
Schools.	She	is	currently	working	
on her master’s degree at Winona 
State.
 Jessica (Larson) Meulemans 
’06 (Appleton, Wis.) is a staff 
accountant	at	Wipfli.
 Rachel Schoenecker ’06 
(Prior	Lake,	Minn.)	graduated	
with a psychology degree and 
currently attends Saint Mary’s 
University in the Twin Cities. 
She	is	working	towards	her	
master’s in counseling and 
psychological services. Rachel 
and Travis Reese ’07 are 
engaged and plan to be married 
in June 2008.
 Thomas ’06 and Julie 
(Larson) Siebenaler ’06  (St. 
Charles, Minn.) were married on 
July 5, 2007.
 Emily (Nelson) ’06 and 
David Zellmann ’07 (West Des 
Moines, Iowa) were married on 
July	7,	2007.	Emily	works	for	the	
West Des Moines School District 
while	David	works	for	John	
Deere.
 Adeola Fadumiye ’07 
(Hyattsville,	Md.)	is	a	marketing	
assistant at Graneer Foundation 
in Washington D.C.
 Alison Gonzalez ’07 
(Rochester, Minn.) is a paralegal 
at Dunlap & Seeger, PA.
 Cynthia Hernandez ’07 
(Austin, Minn.) is a therapist 
and case manager at Gerard 
Academy.
 Kathryn (Gray) Kunst 
’07 (Rushford, Minn.) and 
Adam Kunst were married on 
September 15, 2007.
 Stephanie (Nelson) Lange ’07 
(Winnebago, Ill.) is an instructor 
at	Milestone,	Inc.	in	Rockford.
 Tiberious Mose ’07 (Apple 
Valley, Minn.) is a clinical lab 
technologist at Mayo Clinic in 
Rochester.
 Eric Schuette ’07 (Excelsior, 
Minn.) is operations manager for 
Paradise Charter Cruises.
 Ashley Schmitz ’07 (Sparta, 
Wis.)	is	a	certified	nursing	
assistant at Morrow Memorial 
Home. She currently attends 
the Minnesota State College-
Southeast Technical nursing 
program.
 Amanda Stutzka ’07 
(Winona) is a primary counselor 
at Home and Community 
Options.
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Our Last Issue...
An error in our last issue of Currents caused the omission of 
several class notes. Following are alumni notes and news that 
were missed:
 Nicholas ’06 and Stacey ’07 Hartlep (Rochester, Minn.) 
welcomed daughter Chloe on August 25, 2007.




 Jill (Miller) Cichosz ’01 (La Crosse, Wis.) and Douglas 
Cichosz	were	married	on	May	12,	2007.	Jill	works	for	Target	
Corp.	and	Douglas	works	for	the	Winona	Police	Department.
 Jeremy ’01 and Shana (Williams) Johnson ’06 (La 
Crosse, Wis.) were married on October 6, 2007. Jeremy is 
the national direct import services sales manager at Fastenal; 
Shana	is	a	first	grade	teacher	at	Goodview	Elementary	School.	
Jeremy is also studying at Capella University.
In Memoriam
 
 Genevieve (Doyle) Gobeil ’29 (St. 
Paul) passed away on October 6, 2007.
1930s
 Mildred (Kaufmann) Bester ’32 
(St. Louis, Mo.) passed away on March 
23,	2007,	just	a	few	weeks	short	of	
her ninety-sixth birthday. Mildred said 
wonderful things about Winona State and 
the joy she had attending classes here. She 
told many stories about living in Conway 
Hall	and	sneaking	out	after	curfew	to	
McVey’s Ice Cream Parlor. She was one 
of those people that truly never stopped 
learning or teaching. 
 Marion (Kuethe) Spuhler ’33 (Green 
Valley, Ariz.) passed away on February 
3, 2008. Marion graduated from Preston 
High School and was a substitute teacher 
at Winona Senior High School. She is 
survived by her husband, Fred Spuhler 
’33, a son, three grandchildren, and seven 
great-grandchildren. 
 Dorothy (David) Kirkwood ’37 
(Apple Valley, Minn.) passed away on 
June 13, 2007.
 Viola (Kurzweg) Powerll ’39 
(St. Paul) passed away in July 2007 
following a brief illness. A Minnesota 
State University-Moorhead emeritus 
professor of physical education, she 
subsequently	taught	mathematics	at	Troy	
State University in Dothan, Ala. She was 
buried with honors at Arlington National 
Cemetery in Virginia.
1940s
 Melvin Kirkland ’49 (Honolulu, 
Hawaii) passed away on January 24, 
2008. Donations in his memory can be 
made	to	the	Melvin	and	Lois	Kirkland	
Scholarship Fund, Winona State 
University, P.O. Box 5838, Winona, 
Minn. 55987. 
1950s
 Vayden Anderson ’50 / ’60 (Winona) 
passed away on January 3, 2008. Vayden 
was born in Amherst Township, Fillmore 
County. He served in the U.S. Army both 
in France and Germany. Vayden married 
Donna Kindt ’52 in 1951. He taught 
school in Echo, Minn., Lewiston, Minn., 
Harmony, Minn., and moved to Winona 
in 1957. In Winona, Vayden taught sixth 
grade	at	Washington-Kosciusko	School	
and was principal from 1967 to 1969. 
 Lois (Cronin) Magee ’50 
(SaddleBrooke,	Ariz.)	passed	away	on	
August 23, 2007. Lois studied music 
from an early age through her college 
years. She played trombone with the 
Hormel Caravan, all women’s orchestra, 
traveling	and	performing	a	weekly	
national broadcast. In Los Angeles, Lois 
was a freelance trombonist in television 
studios, performing in shows that 




 Robert Bailey ’52 (Duluth, Minn.) 
passed away on November 26, 2007 He 
was born in Winona, Minn. and entered 
the US Navy during World War II and 
served	in	the	Pacific.	He	did	graduate	
work	at	Colorado	State	College	where	
he received a master’s in education. He 
married Carol Morse ’53 in 1954 and 
taught 30 years in the Duluth Public 




 Marvin Baures ’52 / ’68 (Fountain 
City, Wis.) passed away on November 
27, 2007. Marvin married Violet Bittner 
’65 in	1949.	Together	they	raised	five	
sons. He earned his degree in education 
from Winona State and became principal 
at	Galesville	and	Ettrick	Elementary	
Schools from 1961 to 1988. He earned his 
master’s degree from WSU in 1968. An 
avid outdoorsman, Marvin passed his love 
of	hunting	and	fishing	on	to	his	five	sons	
and his grandchildren. 
 Edythe Beckman ’52/’60 (Cannon 
Falls, Minn.) passed away on May 12, 
2007.
 Dorothy (Daniels) Steenblock 
’54 / ’62 (Red Wing, Minn.) passed away 
on July 30, 2007. Dorothy taught in the 
rural schools of Goodhue County for 
many years. She then taught in Randolph, 
Farmington, and retired from the West St. 
Paul school system in 1974, after 41 years 
of teaching. Dorothy served with the U.S. 
Marine Corps for two years during World 
War II. 
 David Mahlke Sr. ’56 / ’60 (Winona) 
passed away on February 2, 2008 due 
to complications from sarcoidosis of 
the central nervous system. He did 
1920s
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additional	graduate	work	at	Minnesota	
State University-Moorhead and NYU. In 
1956 he married Jacqueline Harbrecht 
’55. David started his teaching career in 
Racine, Wis., and moved to Winona in 
1958 to begin his career with Winona 
Area Public Schools. He became the 
principal for Lincoln and Central Schools 
and then was the principal for 27 years at 
Jefferson Elementary, retiring in 1993. 
 Sanford Tyler ’56 (Winona) passed 
away on November 29, 2007. He earned 
his undergraduate degree at Luther 
College and studied at the Illinois 
Institute of Technology. He was a member 
of	the	first	master’s	class	at	Winona	State,	
graduating with a degree in teaching 
science and math. He held his commercial 
pilot’s	license	and	flight	and	ground	
instructor ratings. He taught for many 
years	and	was	the	only	hockey	coach	in	
Winona High School history to coach 
his	team	into	a	berth	in	the	state	hockey	
tournament. In 1982, Ty retired from 
teaching in Winona and moved to Chester, 
Iowa,	before	recently	moving	back	to	
Winona. 
 Robert Bublitz Sr. ’58 (Winona) 
passed away on April 25, 2007, He 
owned and operated the Out-Dor store in 
Winona, which has been in the family for 
68 years. Rob was an avid outdoorsman 
who enjoyed spending time at his cabin in 
Trempealeau, Wis. He and his wife Sally 
were foster parents for 21 children. 
 Gerald J. Justin ’59 (St. Charles, 
Minn.) passed away on December 12, 
2007 after a courageous battle with 
cancer. He earned a master’s degree from 
Minnesota State University in elementary 
education. He taught in Michigan and 
later	in	Prior	Lake,	Minn.	before	retiring	
in 1995. 
 Thomas Pietsch ’59	(Deer	Park,	Wis.)	
passed away on December 14, 2007. He 
was born in Winona and graduated from 
Winona High School in 1954. He received 
a master’s degree from the University 
of Texas. He married Lauray (Terry) 
Beck ’56.	They	raised	and	showed	Black	
Angus cattle, while Tom taught school in 
Stillwater, Minn. 
 Miriam (Sheldon) Erwin ’62 
(Caledonia, Minn.) passed away on 
December 25, 2007. Miriam was born 
and raised in Pine Island and graduated 
Phi Beta Kappa from Carleton College in 








school, obtained a teaching degree from 
Winona State and taught elementary 
school in Rushford and Caledonia until 
the 1970s. She traveled after retirement 
and celebrated her 90th birthday with a 
trip to Disney World. 
 Diane (Borgen) Johnson ’66 
(Lanesboro, Minn.) passed away on 
September 7, 2007.
 Thomas Leuchtenberg ’66 (San 
Diego, Calif.) passed away on October 
27, 2007, from the effects of pulmonary 
fibrosis.	He	retired	from	the	English	
Department at Orono High School in 
1998. 
 Marianne (Gabnay) Richardson ’67 
(Oldsmar, Fla.) passed away on April 
30, 2007, due to lung cancer. Marianne 
“Gabby” was from Glen Ellyn, Ill. While 
at Winona State she was active on the 
yearbook	staff	and	a	member	of	Alpha	
Xi Delta. She is survived by her husband 
Gregory Richardson ’66.
 Gerald Blake ’68 (Honolulu, Hawaii) 
passed away on November 19, 2007. He 
was an accountant. 
 Douglas Johnson ’68 (Dodge Center, 
Minn.) passed away on December 
8, 2007, of cancer. He was raised in 
Rushford and earned his B.S. degree 
in instrumental music education from 
Winona State. While at WSU, he met 
Carol Ann Jeche ’67 and they married 
in 1967. He taught instrumental music 
for the Dodge Center public schools for 
27 years. He retired from teaching in 
2001, and enjoyed remodeling, home 
building,	driving	school	bus,	golfing	and	
volunteering at Mayo Clinic. Survivors 
include his wife; children, Ross ’92, 
Jacquelyn Johnson Gosse ’95, and 
Ryan, and grandchildren.
In Memoriam
With great sadness, the Winona State community suffered the loss of four members during 
a short span in November and December 2007.
Jared Stene
On November 29, Jared Stene, president of the WSU Student Association, passed away 
after being hospitalized due to complications from liver failure. It was later determined 
that Stene suffered from the rare genetic disorder, Wilson’s disease, which prevents the 
body from getting rid of excess copper.
 In a statement to the campus community, WSU president Judith Ramaley said, “He was 
an extraordinary young man full of hope, energy, and the belief in the good of everyone.”
Lee Wells




Jenna Foellmi, a sophomore majoring in biochemistry and cell and molecular biology, 
passed away on December 15. An honors graduate of Caledonia High School, Minn., 
Foellmi was a member of the Dean’s List at Winona State and had traveled on a mission 
trip to Africa with fellow students the previous May.
Professor Kerry Williams
Faculty member Kerry Williams passed away on December 10 at his home. A professor 
of psychology at Winona State, he served the university for 26 years and was department 
chair for a total of 15 years. Williams was also director of university studies and developed 
and	oversaw	a	major	revision	of	the	university’s	general	education	requirements.	
 An enthusiastic recreational pilot, Williams earned his bachelor’s degree at the 
University of Washington and his PhD at the University of Illinois. 
 In honor of his service to Winona State, Williams was posthumously designated 
professor emeritus on December 14, 2007. 
 The WSU Psychology Department has renamed its scholarship in his memory. To 
support the Kerry Williams Psychology Scholarship, contact Cathie Sieracki at the WSU 
Foundation at csieracki@winona.edu. 
In Memoriam
Winona Currents  l  27
1980s
 Elizabeth (Bastian) Sandvig ’81 
(Moscow Mills, Mo.) passed away on 
May 1, 2007. Elizabeth graduated cum 
laude from Winona State. She was a 
homemaker	most	of	her	life,	working	
diligently in everything she did. She was 
a talented artist, seamstress, and house 
builder. She had a warm and inviting 
smile and a sweet laugh, and, most of 
all, she was a devoted wife, a wonderful 
mother and she served the Lord with all 
her heart.
 George Schneider ’81 (Winona) 
passed away on December 8, 2007 
after a brief illness with cancer. George 
graduated from Winona Senior High 
School and served in the U.S. Navy 
during World War II. He married 
Jeraldine Schultz in 1947. Together 
they raised 10 children. George was an 
engineer at Badger Machine and Warner 
& Swasey Co. After retiring, George 
would	be	seen	fishing	in	his	favorite	
spots	on	the	Mississippi	River,	area	lakes,	
and trout streams. 
 Julie (Sciantarelli) MacDonald 
’81 (Plymouth, Mich.) passed away 
in October 2007. She was senior vice 
president for patient care services and 
the	chief	operating	officer	at	Saint	
Joseph Mercy Hospital System in Ann 
Arbor. She is a past trustee and member 
of the executive committee of the 
American Hospital Association, past 
president of the American Association 
of Nurse Executives, and past president 
of the Wisconsin Association of Nurse 
Executives. She also served as adjunct 
faculty member at a dozen schools 
of nursing and as advisor to several 
organizations and foundations
1990s
 Teresa (Benson) Knutson ’90 
(Rushford, Minn.) passed away on 
January 31, 2008, from a heart condition. 
Teresa graduated from Rushford High 
School in 1986 and married Roger 
Knutson	in	1989.	She	worked	as	a	human	
resource manager at 3M for 14 years. In 
2004, she returned to Rushford when she 
became a human resource manager at 
Composite Products, Inc. in Winona. She 
enjoyed	golfing,	scrap	booking,	and	most	




For a couple of hours on a chilly Saturday evening, Garrison Keillor made each and every one of the 3,500 people packing 
McCown Gym feel like they had just 
come home. In this case, home was 
Lake Wobegon, the fictional setting for 
Keillor’s radio show, A Prairie Home 
Companion.
 A longtime Saturday evening 
staple on National Public Radio, 
A Prairie Home Companion was 
sent out live from the Winona State 
University campus on February 
23. Keillor brought his show to 
Winona to help the university mark 
its sesquicentennial, which it is 
celebrating throughout 2008.
Home Sweet Home
Garrison Keillor brings 
A Prairie Home 
Companion to Winona 
28  l  Spring 2008
 Before the show began, Keillor 
ambled through the crowd, greeting 
new arrivals, singing old favorites, and 
even serenading a latecomer as he 
escorted her to her seat near the stage.
 Once five o’clock rolled around—
the timing had to be perfect since 
A Prairie Home Companion is 
sent out live to approximately four 
million listeners—Keillor settled 
into his 1,170th show, telling stories, 
singing songs, performing skits, and 
welcoming national acts Michael 
Doucet and Beausoleil, Marcia Ball, 
and Winona’s own Simone Perrin.
 Keillor, who writes most of the 
material for each week’s show, 
centered this one on Winona and the 
university’s 150 years. He told stories 
of the university’s founding through 
the efforts of local physician John 
Ford, and how the surrounding town 
of Winona just missed becoming 
Minnesota’s largest metropolis, if it 
hadn’t been for the financial panics of 
the Gilded Age.
 Along with voice actors Sue Scott 
and Tim Russell, Keillor related the 
legend of Princess We-no-nah and her 
leap from Maiden Rock to escape a 
man she didn’t love. Scott pitched in 
with her own spin on the story, giving 
the princess the patois of a modern-
day teenager, all the while insisting 
that she jumped in a ploy to increase 
tourism in southeastern Minnesota.
 The focus on Winona State and the 
community was continued as alumna 
Kathryn Slusher ’96 read an essay 
about her days on campus. Slusher, 
who works on the show as music 
librarian, inserted asides about her 
first visit as a high school student 
from Milwaukee, living in off-campus 
housing, and classes with theatre 
professor Vivian Fusillo. She ended 
her memoir with, “It’s been a beautiful 
place to live, to learn, to love.” (For 
more on Slusher, see pg. 31).
 The Winona performance 
was typical Keillor and A Prairie 
Home Companion:  stories made 
endearingly absurd through the 
use of humor and a liberal dose of 
sound effects from sideman Tom 
Keith; others veering towards the 
sentimental as they recall small 
town life as it used to be. And the 
observations, skits, jokes, and fictional 
reminiscences of Lake Wobegon are 
all punctuated by fantastic music. 
The performance at Winona State 
featured Cajun music from Doucet 
and Beausoleil, good-time Texas piano 
blues and honky-tonk from Ball, and, 
of course, the show’s house band, the 
Guy’s All-Star Shoe Band.
 The performance went off without 
a hitch, but it took more than six 
years to bring it to Winona State. Rich 
MacDonald, a professor of music, 
and other members of an early 
sesquicentennial planning group first 
explored the idea in 2001.
 MacDonald eventually contacted 
Slusher, who played in his jazz 
ensemble while she was a student at 
Winona State. Slusher pointed him to 
tour manager Albert Webster, and the 
two worked together for almost three 
years to bring the show to McCown 
Gym. 
 Because Keillor prefers to plan no 
more than one year out, details for 
the Winona performance were not 
pinned down until early last fall. The 
logistics of moving the show—the 
stage, rigging, and crew arrived 
on Thursday in two tractor-trailer 
trucks—assembling the cast and 
guest performers, finding sponsors, 
and selling tickets is daunting at 
best. In addition to A Prairie Home 
Companion’s national underwriters, 
local sponsors HBCI, Merchants Bank, 
Watkins Co., Winona Health, Winona 
National Bank, and underwriter Tim 
Penny ’74 made the show possible.  
 Judging from the smiles of the 
crowds filing out of the gym after two 
musical encores and the appearance 
on-stage of WSU president Dr. 
Judith Ramaley, the Winona State 
performance of A Prairie Home 
Companion was a rousing success. For 
an all-too-brief two hours on a winter 
Saturday evening, Winonans did have 
the chance to go home again.
 You can listen to the complete 
broadcast and view pictures of A 
Prairie Home Companion’s visit to 
Winona. Go to our Website and click on 
the “Listen to a Recording of the Show” 
link at:  www.alumni.winona.edu.

















 Those words closed Kathryn 
(Hauser) Slusher’s reminiscence of her 
alma mater, read from the stage of the 
February 23 performance of A Prairie 
Home Companion at Winona State 
University. 
 Slusher, who graduated from 
Winona State in 1996, is music 
librarian and segment producer for 
the nationally broadcast radio show. 
She says that no two days are alike 
while putting together the show’s 
32 yearly performances. As she 
oversees A Prairie Home Companion’s 
extensive music library, Slusher also 
works closely with music director 
Richard Dworsky and the Guy’s All-
Star Shoe Band, plus the number of 
musical guests who perform each 
week.
 “The shows are written and 
developed in the week leading up 
to the performance so the work is 
tremendously spontaneous and 
thrilling,” said Slusher, interviewed 
in Winona before she headed to 
rehearsals on the day prior to 
Saturday’s performance.
 “The band is experienced and 
versatile with a deep repertoire. They 
can perform almost anything, in 
any style. And Garrison’s [Keillor, the 
show’s creator and host; ed.] writing 
makes the show. We’re watching 
geniuses at work.”
 One of Slusher’s more interesting 
assignments is to listen to 
submissions for the show’s wildly 
popular talent show. “This year we 
had over a thousand entries,” said 
Slusher. My training in music at 
Winona State is an asset; I can usually 
tell very quickly what is going to work 
and what is not right for the show.”
 Originally from Milwaukee, Slusher 
majored in music and minored in 
dance at Winona State. She was a 
versatile musician, specializing in 
the clarinet but also proficient on 
saxophone, flute, and piano. Working 
behind the scenes during the show, 
Slusher carries herself with grace and 
control that reveals her background in 
dance, as props, stage managers, and 
musicians move on and off the stage 
around her.
 After graduating from WSU, Slusher 
earned her master’s in music at the 
University of Minnesota. Intending to 
become a clarinetist, she realized just 
how competitive the classical music 
world would be. She worked for a few 
years at the Walker Art Center, then 
in public relations for Minnesota 
Public Radio. An internal posting at 
MPR for the librarian position with 
A Prairie Home Companion was her 
opportunity that was too good to pass 
up. 
 “I had to work and be flexible to 
live a life in the arts,” said Slusher 
when speaking about her career. 
 “My experience at Winona State 
gave me a well-rounded view of the 
arts. I got more than just music. I 
learned other mediums, other points 
of views. I think that is one reason I 
had the confidence to explore and 
adapt to find a career like the one I 
have at A Prairie Home Companion.”
 “Every week, I get to do work that’s 
exhilarating and inspiring,” explained 
Slusher. “I plan to keep doing this.” n
t’s been a 
beautiful place to live, 




Alumna Kathryn Slusher ’96 enjoys a life in the arts with A Prairie Home Companion
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Her Star Shall Not Dim  
(Hardcover; 160 pages)
The definitive sesquicentennial history.  
Regular price $24.95
Winona State University Scrapbook 1858-2008  
(Hardcover, 144 pages) 
A scrapbook of 150 years at WSU.
Regular price $34.95
Available online and at the WSU Bookstore: www.winona.edu/sesqubooks 
Peter Henderson (R) is the author of Her Star 
Shall Not Dim, the definitive sesquicentennial 
history of the university. Nancy Kay Peterson 
(L) and Rill Ann Reuter teamed to author the 
Winona State University Scrapbook 1858-2008, 
a pictorial look at the university’s history.
Both books are still available for purchase at 




The authors of Winona State’s two sesquicentennial books 
dressed in Victorian garb for a book signing at Lourdes 
Hall on February 2. 
All images: Brady Whealon
Purchase both and SAVE 15%
Package price for both books: $50.00! That’s a $9.00 SAVINGS!
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Mark Your Calendar Now for 
Homecoming 2008
Thursday, Sept. 18 through Sunday, Sept. 21
Take a long weekend and return to campus 
for a fun-filled Homecoming 2008!
THursday HigHligHT:  
Distinguished Alumni Awards Reception & Banquet
Friday HigHligHT:  
Athletic Hall of Fame Reception & Banquet
saTurday HigHligHTs:  




Plus other events throughout the weekend, including a visit by the 
Vietnam Traveling Memorial Wall.
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